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Abstract

We examine the problem of processing temporal joins in the presence of indexing schemes. Previous work on temporal joins has concentrated on non-indexed relations which were fully scanned. Given the large data volumes created by the ever increasing time dimension, sequential scanning is prohibitive. This is especially true when the temporal join involves only parts of the joining relations (e.g., a given time interval instead of the whole timeline). Utilizing an index becomes then beneficial as it directs the join to the data of interest. We consider temporal join algorithms for three representative indexing schemes, namely a B+-tree, an R*-tree and a temporal index, the Multi-version B+-tree (MVBT). Both the B+-tree and R*-tree result in simple but not efficient join algorithms because neither index achieves good temporal data clustering. Better clustering is maintained by the MVBT through record copying. Nevertheless, copies can greatly affect the correctness and effectiveness of the join algorithms. We identify these problems and propose efficient solutions and optimizations. An extensive comparison of all index based temporal joins, using a variety of datasets and query characteristics shows that the MVBT based join algorithms are consistently faster. In particular the link-based algorithm has the most robust behavior. In our experiments it showed a ten-fold improvement over the R*-tree joins while it was between six and thirty times faster than the B+-tree joins.

1 Introduction

A temporal join is an important but costly operation for applications that maintain time-evolving data (data warehouses, temporal databases, etc.). A typical temporal record has a key, one or more time-varying attributes and a time interval representing the record’s time validity. Various temporal join predicates have been proposed [20]. Examples include the T-Join (join two records if their intervals intersect) and the more general TE-Join (join two records if their keys are equal and their intervals intersect) [9]. Here we examine a generalization of the TE-Join (the GTE-Join) which also specifies that joined records must have their keys in range $r$ while their intervals should intersect interval $i$. Such joins allow the user to concentrate on interesting rectangles in the key-time space. As an example, consider two temporal relations, one maintaining the graduate students at UC Riverside and the other the IBM summer interns. A GTE-Join query is: “find the students at UC Riverside with last names starting with ‘B’ that during 1995-2000 were also working at IBM”.

Previous temporal join research has focused on non-indexed joins [9, 16, 22, 23, 24, 29]. The common approach is to scan both relations and select the records that need to be joined. Even though a plain scan of both relations will take advantage of sequential I/O, it becomes prohibitive when the temporal relations are large (as in a data warehouse) and the join selectivity is high (as in the GTE-Join query). It is then advantageous to utilize existing indices (which most probably are present given the large volumes of temporal datasets).

In this paper we present efficient algorithms to process GTE-Joins in the presence of indexing schemes. Due to limited space, algorithms for processing other interesting join predicates using indices are reported in [30]. We assume that both relations are indexed and consider three representative access methods, namely, the B+-tree, the R*-tree [5] and a temporal index, the Multi-version B-tree (MVBT) [3].

A straightforward approach to process an indexed GTE-Join is by first performing a range-interval selection query on each index and then joining the query results via some non-indexed algorithm. While this unsynchronized approach is simple, it is penalized by the cost of storing and retrieving the selection results. Nevertheless, if the results of the selection queries are small and fit in main memory, this approach should be considered. In our experimental evaluation we include a pipelined version of an unsynchronized join algorithm based on the MVBT index. We consider only the MVBT based unsynchronized algorithm since the MVBT has the fastest range-interval selection query time among the three indices [27].
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More robust is the synchronized approach which combines the index traversal with the join phase. We thus present various synchronized join algorithms, using the three representative indices. The advantages of the B+-tree and the R*-tree is that they are widely used indices and lead to simple synchronized join algorithms. However, these join algorithms suffer from the ineffectiveness of the B+-tree and the R*-tree (to a lesser extent) in clustering temporal data. Temporal data is inherently multidimensional, with the time dimension having typically long intervals. Even the multidimensional R*-tree is known to be problematic in clustering records with long temporal intervals [12, 27].

Better clustering is achieved by a temporal index which typically creates many copies of records with long intervals. Effectively, a long interval is split into smaller but easily manageable intervals. This leads to fast processing of selection queries, but copies can drastically affect join processing. For example, copies of the same record can create duplicated join results that need to be filtered out, etc. Moreover, to achieve fast updates, a temporal index typically updates only the latest copy of a given record, leaving the previous copies with an incorrect interval (the incorrect end-time problem). This does not affect selection queries, but a naive synchronized join algorithm may find records with incorrect intervals and thus report erroneous join results. Clearly, a temporal index based join algorithm needs to take into consideration the characteristics of temporal indexing.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1. We identify and solve the incorrect end time problem in temporal indexing which affects the correctness of join algorithms.
2. We propose four synchronized, temporal index based join algorithms. Moreover, we introduce various optimization techniques that further improve join performance. Although we concentrate on the MVBT [3], our techniques and optimizations apply to other efficient tree-based temporal indices, as well (like the Time-Split B-tree [19] or the Multiversion Access Structure [28]).
3. We present an extensive performance study that compares the proposed algorithms with (a) the unsynchronized MVBT join algorithm, (b) the synchronized B+-tree algorithms, and, (c) the synchronized R*-tree algorithms. Our performance results show that the MVBT approaches are consistently faster. In particular, the newly proposed link-based MVBT algorithm, is universally the best for the GTE-Join, for a variety of datasets and join characteristics.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the synchronized B+-tree and R*-tree approaches. Section 3 presents the new synchronized MVBT-based join algorithms. It also identifies and solves the incorrect end-time problem and presents the optimization techniques. The results from the experimental comparison appear in section 4. Section 5 discusses previous work while section 6 presents conclusions and future work.

2 Synchronized Join Algorithms based on Traditional Indices

In the following, a key range \( r \) is specified by its \( r.low \) and \( r.high \) keys while a time interval \( i \) is described by its \( i.start \) and \( i.end \) time instants. A range and an interval create a rectangle in the 2-dimensional key-time space. We assume the First Temporal Normal Form [25] which implies that no two records exist in a given temporal relation that have equal keys and intersecting intervals. A record with time interval \( i \) is called alive for all time instants in \( i \).

Moreover, we assume the transaction-time model [11] which implies that record updates arrive in increasing time order. When a data record is inserted in a relation at time \( t \), the end time of its interval is yet unknown and is thus initiated to \( now \) (a variable representing the ever increasing current time). Record deletions are logical, i.e., records are marked as deleted and are retained in the relation. Hence, if a record is deleted, its end time is changed from \( now \) to its deletion time. An attribute update to record with key \( k \) at time \( t \) is treated by a (logical) deletion of the old record at \( t \) and the subsequent insertion of a new record—with key \( k \), but updated attributes— and an interval starting at \( t \).

The GTE-Join is formally defined as: Given two temporal relations \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \), a key range \( r \) and an interval \( i \), a record from \( R_1 \) is joined with a record from \( R_2 \) if, (i) their keys are in range \( r \) and are equal, and, (ii) their intervals intersect interval \( i \) and each other.

An one-dimensional index like the B+-tree, clusters data primarily on a single attribute. Consider first a B+-tree that clusters on the interval start time. Because of the transaction-time environment, records are inserted in increasing time order; thus such an index can easily take advantage of sequential I/O. However, it will be clearly inefficient for the GTE-Join. Given a query interval \( i \), the B+-tree will identify records with start times on or after \( i.start \). Nevertheless, there may be many records that started long before \( i.start \) and still intersect \( i \). Clustering primarily on record end times is similarly inefficient. Instead we assume that each temporal relation uses a B+-tree that clusters first by key. This is useful given that a record can only join with records with equal keys.

Since tree leaf pages are linked and records in them are ordered, the join algorithm starts with the leaf page in each tree that contains \( r.low \), and proceeds by performing a sort-merge join until leaf pages with keys larger than \( r.high \) are met. The major shortcoming of this simple join algorithm is that it may encounter many records that have the same keys but should not be joined since their intervals do not intersect.
With a multidimensional index like the R*-tree, records are clustered by both key and time. Then a temporal join can be addressed as a special case of a spatial join [8, 4, 10, 1, 2]. Both depth-first [4] and breath-first [10] synchronized R-tree join algorithms have been proposed. Initially the pair of root nodes is pushed into the stack. To process a pair of nodes that is popped from the stack, every record in the first node is joined with every record in the second node. We implemented both the depth-first and the breadth-first joins. The original algorithms [4, 10] join two complete R-trees. In our case, we are interested in records within the query rectangle defined by range \( r \) and interval \( i \). Thus whenever a page is examined, only records that intersect the query rectangle are considered. The disadvantage of the R*-tree based approaches emanates from their difficulty in storing the typically long time-intervals. Such intervals tend to increase the size of their bounding rectangles which in turn affects the join performance.

3 Synchronized Join Algorithms using Temporal Indexing

Important in processing joins with temporal indices (either in a synchronized or in an unsynchronized fashion) is how the range-interval selection query is performed. We start by discussing how this selection query is addressed with an MVBT (section 3.1). In section 3.2 we identify a problem with existing selection algorithms that affects the correctness of temporal joins and provide a solution. The synchronized MVBT approaches are categorized in top-down and sideways traversals. In section 3.3 we introduce the top-down synchronized traversals, namely, a depth-first and a breadth-first MVBT join algorithm. To improve their efficiency, we propose two optimization techniques (3.3.1, 3.3.2). Finally we present two sideways synchronized traversal algorithms, the link-based and the plane-sweep MVBT join algorithms (section 3.4). Note that the two optimization techniques apply to the sideways algorithms as well.

3.1 The Range-Interval Selection Query

An MVBT index record contains a key range, a time interval and a pointer to a page. The key range and time interval create a rectangle for this index record. In the following we say that two index records intersect, if their rectangles intersect.

A range-interval selection query \((r, i)\) finds all records with keys in range \( r \) and intervals intersecting interval \( i \). A naive approach is to browse the MVBT in a depth-first manner and visit a record if it intersects with the query rectangle. This approach does find the correct answer set. Nevertheless, it suffers from the duplicate result problem: a data record may be reported multiple times. From the viewpoint of efficiency, a bigger problem is that a qualifying page may be visited more than once and the degree of redundancy has an exponential dependence in the height of the tree. The duplicate result problem occurs because of the many copies a given record may have. To avoid duplicate results, only one of these copies should be visited.

![Figure 1. The RP and PD conditions.](image)

[6] provides a refined depth-first algorithm \(DF_{ref}\). The idea is to compute a reference point for each record, which is defined as the lower-left intersection of the record with the query rectangle. Let \(page(e)\) denote the page pointed by an index record \(e\). Given index record \(e\), a record \(se\) in \(page(e)\) and a query rectangle \(r\), record \(se\) is visited only if its reference point with respect to \(r\) is inside the rectangle of \(e\). Consider figure 1a where the light-gray rectangle is the query rectangle and the dark-gray rectangle represents a record which is stored both in page 1 and in page 2. The reference point (the black dot) is a unique point in the key-time space among all the copies of a record. Since the reference point resides only in page 1 (and not in page 2), the record is visited only while examining page 1.

[6] also provides a link-based range-interval algorithm \(Link_{ref}\) which conceptually searches the MVBT index sideways and is based on the predecessor/successor concept. Consider two data pages \(A\) and \(B\) in a MVBT, where \(A\) has been copied to \(B\). Then \(A\) is called a predecessor of \(B\) and \(B\) is a successor of \(A\). A predecessor record is saved in \(B\) pointing to \(A\). \(Link_{ref}\) first finds all data pages that intersect the right border of the range-interval query rectangle. It then follows predecessor records to find all the other data pages whose rectangles intersect the query rectangle. Finally, within each data page thus found, it reports all the records that intersect the query rectangle and whose reference point is inside this page’s rectangle.

Due to the splitting policy of the MVBT, a data page can have at most two successors. To avoid visiting a page twice (while following the predecessor record in each successor), the \(Link_{ref}\) algorithm also utilizes a reference point. This point is defined as the lower left intersection of the query rectangle and the predecessor page rectangle. Then the predecessor-condition (PD) is defined as: “given record \(e\), a predecessor record \(pd\) in \(page(e)\) and a query rectangle \(r\), the predecessor record is visited only if its reference point with respect to \(r\) falls in the key range of \(e\)”.

For example, in figure 1b, a predecessor record \(pd_1\) in page 1 and a predecessor record \(pd_2\) in page 2 point to the same page. Since
the specified intersection point (the black dot) lies in the key range of page 2 and not page 1, only pd_2 is followed.

3.2 The Incorrect End Time Problem

![Figure 2. The incorrect end time problem.](image)

Consider the example in figure 2. At time t_1, the page that contains record x_1 is split and thus x_1 is copied to x_2 in a successor page. Later on the end time of x_2 is updated to t_2, but the end time of x_1 is still kept as now. (The MVBT and the other temporal access methods do not update any previous copy for efficiency). Suppose the query rectangle is the whole key-time space. Both the DF and Link-based range-interval selection algorithms from [6] will report x_1 but not x_2. Let y be a record in the other relation. Since x_1.end = now, any join algorithm utilizing these selection algorithms will assume that x_1.intersection intersects y.interval, which is obviously wrong. We call this problem the incorrect end time problem. To solve it, we propose to replace the reference point of [6] with the right reference time (RRT). The RRT of a record se with respect to a query rectangle r is the smaller time between se.end and r.interval.end. The RRT condition is defined as: “given index record e, a data record se in page(e) and a query rectangle r, record se is visited if its RRT with respect to r is inside e.interval”. For example, in figure 2, the RRT for x_1 is now, which is not in the page containing x_1. Instead, the RRT for x_2 is t_2, which is in the page containing x_2. So the modified range-interval selection algorithms will report x_2, which has the correct end time. We call the modified depth-first and link-based range-interval algorithms DF_{right} and Link_{right} respectively.

3.3 Top-Down Approaches

The idea of the depth-first join algorithm (MVBT.DF) is to perform range-interval queries using DF_{right} for the two MVBT indices synchronously.

**Algorithm MVBT.DF**(MVBT.mvbt_1, mvbt_2, Rectangle r)

1. for every root e_1 of mvbt_1 which intersects r
2. for every root e_2 of mvbt_2 which intersects r
3. Push( Stack, [e_1, e_2] );
4. endfor
5. endfor
6. while ( not isEmpty(Stack) ) do
7. [e_1, e_2] = Pop( Stack );
8. if both e_1 and e_2 point to index pages, then
9. for every record se_1 in page(e_1) which intersects r and satisfies the RRT condition
10. for every record se_2 in page(e_2) which intersects r and satisfies the RRT condition
11. if the key ranges of se_1 and se_2 intersect, Push( Stack, [se_1, se_2] );
12. endif
13. endfor
14. else if only e_1 points to an index page
15. for every record se_1 in page(e_1) which intersects r and satisfies the RRT condition
16. if the key ranges of se_1 and e_2 intersect, Push( Stack, [se_1, e_2] );
17. endif
18. else if only e_2 points to index page, then
19. // similar; omit
20. else if both e_1 and e_2 point to data pages
21. for every record se_1 in page(e_1) which intersects r and satisfies the RRT condition
22. for every record se_2 in page(e_2) which intersects r and satisfies the RRT condition
23. if the keys of se_1 and se_2 are equal and the intervals of them intersect, then
24. Output( [se_1, se_2] );
25. endif
26. endif
27. endfor
28. endfor
29. endwhile

Steps 1-5 push the pairs of root pages which intersect the query rectangle r into the stack. After that, for every pair of records popped from the stack, three cases are differentiated. Steps 8-13 correspond to the case when both records point to index pages. The algorithm examines every pair of records, one from each index page. Every pair (se_1, se_2) is pushed into the stack if both se_1 and se_2 intersect r, both satisfy the RRT condition, and the key ranges of them intersect. Steps 14-19 correspond to the second case when one record (e.g. e_1) points to an index page and the other (e.g. e_2) points to a data page. The algorithm checks e_2 against every record se_1 in page(e_1). To decide whether to push (se_1, e_2) into the stack, the same condition as in case 1 is used. The last case (steps 20-27) is to join two data pages. Every pair of data records are joined as long as they satisfy the selection condition and the join condition.

In the breadth-first join algorithm the join proceeds one level at a time. All pairs of records to be joined at one level are found and processed before going into the next level. The details are omitted but can be found in [30].

3.3.1 The Balancing Condition Optimization

In steps 11 and 16 of algorithm MVBT.DF, a pair of index records are pushed into the stack as long as their key ranges intersect. That is, it is not required that their time intervals should intersect as well. The reason is illustrated in figure 3. Suppose record x and pages 1 through 6 belong to the first MVBT, while record y and page 0 belong to the second MVBT. Both x and y have the same key (for ease of illustration, y is drawn below x) and thus they should join. However, according to DF_{right}, x can only be visited while
examining page 3 and \( y \) can only be visited while examining page 0. In order for the join algorithm to report \((x, y)\) in the join result, page 3 and page 0 have to be joined, even though their intervals do not intersect. This is necessary in order not to lose join results. But it greatly affects the efficiency of the join algorithms because too many pairs of index records are joined (e.g. page 0 has to join with pages 1 through 6). Below we give an optimization technique that leads to a far more efficient solution, where a page joins only with pages which it intersects.

![Figure 3. Balancing condition optimization.](image)

The idea of the balancing condition optimization (BCO) technique is to balance between the following two conditions: (1) requiring that the RRT condition holds for both joining records (currently required in MVBT,DF); and (2) requiring that the intervals of joining index records should intersect (currently not required). In our approach, to increase efficiency, we always require the intervals of joining index records to intersect, while we allow the algorithms to visit a record even if the RRT condition is false (under certain constraints to be discussed next). For example, in figure 3, the optimized join algorithms do not join page 3 with page 0 since they do not intersect. In order not to lose join result, the algorithm should join \((x, y)\) somewhere else. The candidate places are when page 1 and page 0 are joined and when page 2 and page 0 are joined, since both pages 1 and 2 contain \( x \) and intersect page 0 (note that the RRT condition is false for \( x \) in both cases). To make sure that \((x, y)\) is not reported multiple times, we set two more constraints. First, we require that the RRT condition holds for at least one of the joining records. For example, in figure 3, the RRT condition for \( y \) is true. Second, we require that the page containing the other record (where the RRT condition is false) should have a larger \textit{end} time. For example, since page 2 (and not page 1) has an \textit{end} time larger than that of page 0, the algorithm joins \((x, y)\) only when page 2 and page 0 are joined.

### 3.3.2 The Virtual Height Optimization

The virtual height optimization (VHO) technique can be utilized to improve the performance while joining any two balanced trees. The idea is illustrated in figure 4. The node with a dashed rectangle \((A'_1)\) is a virtual node so that the two trees appear as if they had the same height. Suppose every node in tree \( A \) joins with every node in tree \( B \). Without the VHO, we first need to join the pair \((A_1, B_1)\). At the middle level, we need to join pairs: \(\langle A_2, B_2\rangle, \langle A_3, B_3\rangle, \langle A_4, B_2\rangle, \langle A_2, B_3\rangle, \langle A_5, B_3\rangle, \langle A_4, B_3\rangle\). Finally, at the leaf level, we join every leaf node in tree \( A \) with every leaf node in \( B \). With the VHO, what is joined at the top level and at the leaf level remains unchanged. However, at the middle level, only \(\langle A_1, B_2\rangle, \langle A_1, B_3\rangle\) are joined. Clearly, the bigger the difference in the height of the two trees, the more significant the benefit of this optimization should be.

![Figure 4. Virtual height optimization.](image)

Although the MVBT is not a tree but a graph, the VHO still applies. This is because the MVBT is a balanced forest: it has multiple root nodes and the sub-tree under any root node is a balanced tree.

### 3.4 Sideways Approaches

In contrast to the top-down approaches, the sideways approaches first join data pages that intersect the right border of the query rectangle and then follow predecessor records synchronously to examine the rest of the data pages. Both the BCO and the VHO optimizations apply.

#### 3.4.1 Link-based Join Algorithm

The idea of the link-based join algorithm \((MVBT,\text{Link})\) is to synchronously perform range-interval queries on both trees using \(\text{Link}_{\text{right}}\). The detailed algorithm is outlined below.

**Algorithm MVBT,Link (MVBT mbdt1, mbdt2, Rectangle \( r \))**

1. Browse down \(\text{mbdt}_1\) and \(\text{mbdt}_2\) synchronously to find every pair of data pages \((e_1, e_2)\) such that: (1) both \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) intersect the right border of \( r \); and (2) \( e_2 \) intersects \( e_2 \).
2. Follow predecessor records synchronously to find the other pairs of data pages intersecting each other and each of which intersects \( r \). To do so, while examining a pair of data pages \((e_1, e_2)\), if \( e_1.\text{start} = e_2.\text{start} \), join the predecessors of \( e_1 \) with the predecessors of \( e_2 \). If \( e_1.\text{start} < e_2.\text{start} \), join \( e_1 \) with the predecessors of \( e_2 \). If \( e_2.\text{start} < e_1.\text{start} \), join \( e_2 \) with the predecessors of \( e_1 \).
3. To join each pair of data pages, use steps 21 through 27 of the depth-first algorithm MVBT,DF.

An important issue that arises is how to guarantee that each pair of joined data pages is joined only once. Note that since two pages may have the same predecessor, the selection algorithm \(\text{Link}_{\text{right}}\) utilizes the PD condition to make sure that the predecessor is visited only once. We could also utilize the PD condition to successfully avoid duplicates. However, without extra care, this method misses some join result. This is illustrated in figure 5a. Record \( e_1 \) points to a
data page (the shadowed page) in one MVBT. Records \( p_d_2, e_2 \) and \( e'_2 \) point to data pages in the other MVBT. The query rectangle is the key-time space. The page that \( p_d_2 \) points to is a predecessor page of both \( page(e_2) \) and \( page(e'_2) \). The PD condition ensures that \( page(p_d_2) \) is checked only when examining \( page(e'_2) \). However, \( e_1 \) does not join with \( e'_2 \) since they do not intersect. So if we always require the PD condition to hold, \( page(e_1) \) and \( page(p_d_2) \) will not be joined. To solve the problem, we need to identify the cases where we need to release the PD condition, that is, we follow a predecessor record even if the PD condition is false. Below we discuss two such cases, assuming that the current joining pair is \( (e_1, e_2) \).

![Figure 5. Two cases where the PD condition needs to be released.](image)

**Case 1:** Let \( e_1.start < e_2.start \) (the case when \( e_1.start \geq e_2.start \) is similar). We need to examine whether to join \( e_1 \) with each predecessor record \( p_d_2 \) in \( page(e_2) \). If \( e_1.next \geq e_2.next \) (figure 5a), the PD condition on \( p_d_2 \) needs to be released, since \( e_1.next \geq e_2.next \) means that \( e_1 \) does not intersect the other page (pointed by \( e'_2 \)) which contains a predecessor record pointing to \( page(p_d_2) \).

**Case 2:** \( e_1.start = e_2.start \). We need to examine whether to join each predecessor record \( p_d_1 \) in \( page(e_1) \) with each predecessor record \( p_d_2 \) in \( page(e_2) \) where \( p_d_1, p_d_2 \) intersect each other and both intersect the query rectangle. When the PD condition is true for only one of the predecessor records, say for \( p_d_1 \), the PD condition for \( p_d_2 \) needs to be released if \( e_1.next \geq e_2.next \) (figure 5b). When the PD condition is false for both \( p_d_1 \) and \( p_d_2 \), there is no need to join them (the proof appears in [30]). With the above modifications the MVBT Link join algorithm will provide the correct join result.

In order to further improve the MVBT Link performance, we propose the **order-by-time optimization**. To motivate the need for this optimization, consider figure 6. The numbered rectangles represent the data pages in \( mvbt_1 \). The shadowed rectangle \( S \) represents a data page in \( mvbt_2 \). MVBT Link starts by pushing pairs \((7, S)\) and \((8, S)\) into the stack. Then it pops \((8, S)\) from the stack and joins the two pages. After that, it joins the predecessors of them and so on, until the left border of the query rectangle is reached. When the algorithm eventually pops \((7, S)\) from the stack, chances are that page \( S \) is already switched out of memory and needs to be read again, causing an extra I/O. To avoid this phenomenon, the order-by-time optimization keeps all pairs of data pages not in a stack, but in a priority queue, ordered in decreasing order of the end time of data pages. For example, in figure 6, the optimization ensures that after \((8, S)\) is joined, instead of joining the predecessors of \( S \) with page 8 and its predecessors, page 7 and \( S \) are joined since they have the largest overall end time.

![Figure 6. Motivation for the order-by-time optimization.](image)

Yet another optimization technique is to utilize sequential I/O. Typically a random disk access costs at least 30 times more than a sequential I/O. The motivation is that the MVBT creates pages in increasing time order and the link-based algorithm accesses data pages in decreasing time order. So when a data page \( A \) is needed, it is very likely that the data pages created right before \( A \) was created will be needed very soon. So in the link-based join algorithm, whenever a page miss happens, we read in multiple consecutive pages instead of one. E.g. if a page with number 1070 is needed, we read pages 1041 through 1070. This optimization applies to the **plane-sweep** algorithm to be presented in the next section as well.

### 3.4.2 Plane-Sweep Join Algorithm

The plane-sweep join algorithm (\( MVBT_{PS} \)) is similar to the link-based join algorithm in that it also starts with finding the data pages intersecting with the right border of the query rectangle, and it also proceeds by following predecessor links to find the other data pages.

**Algorithm MVBT_{PS}(MVBT mvbt_1, mvbt_2, Rectangle r)**

1. Browse down both \( mvbt_1 \) and \( mvbt_2 \) to find data pages intersecting the right border of \( r \);
2. Find the records in these pages and store them in buffer;
3. Store the predecessors of these pages, in decreasing order of page end time, in priority queues \( PQ_1 \) and \( PQ_2 \) for \( mvbt_1 \) and \( mvbt_2 \), respectively;
4. Set \( largest.end_1 \) and \( largest.end_2 \) to be the largest end time of any page in \( PQ_1 \) and \( PQ_2 \), respectively;
5. Join the in-buffer records;
6. Remove records from buffer whose \( start \) is no less than \( largest.end \) of the other index;
7. while at least one out of \( PQ_1 \) and \( PQ_2 \) is not empty
8. \( if largest.end_1 \geq largest.end_2 \), then
9. \( e = Pop(PQ_1) \);
10. Add in \( PQ_1 \), the predecessors of \( e \) which intersect \( r \) and which satisfy the PD condition;
11. \( Adjust largest.end_1 \);
12. Add to buffer the qualifying records from page\( (e) \);
13. Join the added records with in-buffer records of \( mvbt_2 \);
14. Remove such in-buffer record \texttt{rec} of \texttt{mvbt}_2 that \texttt{rec.start} \geq \texttt{largest.end}_1;
15. else
16. \texttt{// similar, omit}
17. endif
18. endwhile

Steps 1 through 6 do initialization. Records from both MVBTs which reside in data pages intersecting the right border of the query rectangle are located and joined. Out of these records, only the ones that may join with future records are retained in the buffer. In order to detect the garbage records, i.e., records that will not join with any later record, the following property of Link\_right is utilized. Consider a data page \texttt{A} which intersects the query rectangle \( r \) but does not intersect with the right border of \( r \). When Link\_right examines \( A \), any record it reports has end time within the interval of \( A \). Since all data pages of \texttt{mvbt}_1 that are examined later will have end time no larger than \texttt{largest.end}_1, all later \texttt{mvbt}_1 records will also have end time no larger than \texttt{largest.end}_1. So, as step 6 reveals, an in-buffer \texttt{mvbt}_2 record becomes garbage if its start time is no less than \texttt{largest.end}_1.

In the while loop from step 7 to step 18, the other data pages intersecting the query rectangle are examined. Each loop reads in one data page and adds qualifying records from the page into memory buffer. Next, the newly added records are joined with in-buffer records. Last, since one \texttt{largest.end} may become less, step 14 eliminates garbage records.

**Discussion:** There are three differences between MVBT\_Link and MVBT\_PS. (1) While MVBT\_Link keeps pairs of data pages in the priority queue, MVBT\_PS keeps individual data pages. (2) MVBT\_PS needs to retain data records in memory. (3) MVBT\_PS visits each data page intersecting the query rectangle only once.

The differences (1) and (2) reveal an interesting trade-off of the memory utilization between MVBT\_PS and MVBT\_Link. Compared with MVBT\_Link, MVBT\_PS uses more memory to maintain the data records already found which may be used later. When there are too many such records, some of them are written to disk, causing extra I/O. On the other hand, since MVBT\_Link keeps pairs of data pages (actually pairs of index records pointing to data pages) rather than individual data pages, and since one data page may appear in multiple pairs, MVBT\_Link tends to have a larger priority queue. Difference (3) shows another advantage of MVBT\_PS. However, this advantage is not significant since that MVBT\_Link has been optimized with the order-by-time optimization.

Note that the MVBT\_PS algorithm is reminiscent of the stream processing approach of [16] and the priority query driven R-tree join (PQR) of [2]. A difference is that when adding records to the in-memory buffer, MVBT\_PS adds a set of records at a time, while PQR adds one at a time. Another difference is that the MVBT\_PS focuses on leaf pages, while PQR examines the whole tree.

### 4 Performance Analysis

#### 4.1 Implemented Algorithms

Table 1 lists the algorithms we implemented. One benefit of the unsynchronized approach is that it can utilize sequential I/O, since the selection results can be written to disk and later retrieved from disk sequentially. Furthermore, in the MVBT unsynchronized algorithm we utilize a pipelining technique for additional speed-up. After qualifying records are selected from the first index \( (I_1) \), a portion of the selection result is kept in memory. As each record \( x \) from the second index \( (I_2) \) is selected, it is joined with the in-memory \( I_1 \) records. Record \( x \) is then discarded if it is certain that it will not join with any on-disk \( I_1 \) record. After the selection on \( I_2 \) is finished, if there are still some on-disk records from both \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \), they are joined using traditional techniques. We implemented both a sort-merge version and a block-nested-loop version of the unsynchronized MVBT algorithm. However, in all our experiments, the sort-merge version (\texttt{mvbt.sm}) outperformed the block-nested-loop, and thus the latter version is omitted.

For the synchronized B+-tree join algorithm (denoted as \( b^+ \)), the records are clustered first by key and then by \texttt{start} time. For the synchronized R*-tree join algorithms we implemented both the depth-first and the breadth-first joins (denoted as \( r^*_df \), \( r^*_bf \)).

#### 4.2 Experimental Setup

The algorithms were implemented in C and C++ using GNU compilers. The programs were run on a Sun Enterprise 250 Server machine with two 300MHz UltraSPARC-II processors using Solaris 2.8. To compare the performance of the various algorithms we used the estimated runtime. This estimate is commonly obtained by multiplying the number of I/O’s by the average disk block read access time, and then adding the measured CPU time. We measured the CPU cost by adding the amount of time spent in \texttt{user} and \texttt{system} mode as returned by the \texttt{getrusage} system call. A random access was counted as 10ms on average. A sequential access was counted as 1/30 of a random access time.

For every index, an LRU buffering was used. For the R*-tree joins, besides using an LRU buffer, for each tree we also buffered all the nodes along the path from the root to the most recently accessed node. For the breadth-first joins, we used 15% of the memory buffer for storing and sorting the intermediate join results.

With the exception of the dataset used in section 4.3, all datasets were first created using the TimeIT software [13] and then transformed to add record keys. Each dataset has
10 million records. Each actual record is 128 bytes long. The key, start and end attributes are each 4 bytes long. The default key space and time space are both defined as [1, 20 million]. A dataset contains 50,000 unique keys where each key has on average 200 intervals. We define three kinds of intervals: short (length about 1/1000 of the time space), medium (1/1000 of the time space) and long (1/100 of the time space). We present results using four datasets with uniformly distributed keys. The uni-LM dataset contains 25% long and 75% medium size intervals. The uni-M dataset has 100% medium size intervals. Similarly, the uni-SM dataset contains 25% medium and 75% small intervals, while the uni-S has only short intervals. To study the effect of joining mainly long intervals, a uni-LM and a uni-M datasets are joined. To study the effect of joining mainly short intervals, a uni-S and a uni-SM datasets are used.

Each experiment reports the average response over 10 randomly generated query rectangles with fixed rectangle shape and size. The shape of a query rectangle is described by the R/I ratio, where \( R \) is the length of the query key range divided by the length of the key space and \( I \) is the length of the query time interval divided by the length of the time space. The query rectangle size (QRS) is described by the percentage of the query area in the whole key-time space. Unless otherwise stated, the default parameters we used are: buffer size = 10MB, page size = 8KB, QRS = 1% and R/I ratio = 1.

### 4.3 Improvement due to the optimizations

The virtual height optimization focuses on eliminating the number of intermediate index nodes visited during a join. It becomes important when the heights of the joined trees are substantially different. To observe this, we created a dataset with 50K records that are never deleted. Hence, the height of the MVBT will increase as time proceeds, creating a large difference between the latest and the earliest B+-trees in the MVBT graph. Figure 7a shows results using the VHO on the MVBT, for a GTE-Join query that self-joins the above dataset where QRS=100%. The depth-first (df) and breadth-first (bf) approaches are clearly improved. The link-based (link) algorithm has little improvement. This is expected since the link-based algorithm focuses on data pages while the VHO helps only in the intermediate levels.

![Figure 7. The VHO and BCO optimizations.](image)

The improvement due to the balancing condition optimization is drastic, especially when the R/I ratio is small. Figure 7b shows the results of a GTE-Join query between a uni-LM and a uni-M dataset each of which has 0.5 million records, with R/I ratio being 0.1. With a small R/I ratio the query rectangle covers a large portion of the time space, and thus the algorithms without the BCO perform many unnecessary joins of pages. The improvement of the link-based join algorithm is also substantial but is relatively smaller because it examines only a few index pages. In the following experiments both the VHO and the BCO have been applied if applicable.

### 4.4 GTE-Join Performance

Figure 8 compares the join performance with varying R/I ratio, using datasets with mainly large intervals. We experimented with R/I ratios ranging from 0.1 to 10; for brevity we present only the two extreme ratios. The four MVBT-based synchronized approaches have overall more robust performance. Among them the two sideways approaches (\textit{mvbt\_link} and \textit{mvbt\_ps}) are the best.

The unsynchronized sort-merge algorithm (\textit{mvbt\_sm}) does not perform well because there are many records satisfying the range-interval query and thus it is expensive to maintain them (storing, sorting, etc.). Its performance improves as the R/I ratio becomes large. This is because the query rectangle covers relatively more of the key space and fewer intervals with the same key, and thus a record joins with fewer records in the other relation.

As expected, the synchronized B+-tree join does not perform well since it accesses records that should not be joined.
This problem worsens with a large R/I ratio. Similarly, the R*-tree based algorithms perform worse than the MVBT ones. This is also expected, because R*-trees are affected by the interval overlapping on the time dimension. The R*-tree breadth-first join needs more CPU time but less I/O time than the R*-tree depth-first join. Their overall performance however is similar.

All algorithms perform better when joining short intervals since there are fewer join results (figure 9). The performance of the R*-tree based approaches improves with short intervals because the degree of overlapping among the sibling pages is reduced.

Clearly from Figures 8 and 9 the synchronized side-ways MVBT approaches perform better than their top-down counterparts. The reason is that top-down approaches join a lot of index pages, while the sideways approaches benefit by focusing on the data pages only. Moreover, the sideways approaches can take advantage of the sequential I/O optimization. Between the two sideways approaches, the link-based one (mvbt_link) is more robust. The reason is that the plane-sweep algorithm (mvbt_lps) keeps records in buffer as long as they are needed for joining with future records. If there are many such records, some may have to be kept on disk, which affects the join performance. This problem worsens especially when joining long intervals or with a large R/I ratio. The only case when the plane-sweep algorithm performs better than the link-based one is when joining short intervals while the R/I ratio is small (figure 9b). But even then, the advantage is only marginal.

When comparing the link-based MVBT join performance with the B+-tree and the R*-tree joins, the improvement is drastic. In absolute terms, the link-based gave a 10-fold improvement against the R*-tree methods. The improvement against the B+-tree join varied from 6 to 30 times, based on the join query and dataset characteristics.

Figure 10a compares the performance of the algorithms while varying the QRS while figure 10b presents the performance when varying the memory buffer size. The datasets used are the uni-LM and uni-M, i.e. joining mainly long intervals. Since we have observed that the breadth-first joins (mvbt_bf, r*_bf) and their depth-first counterparts (mvbt_df, r*_df) have similar performance, for clarity we omit the performance of the breadth-first algorithms.

As the QRS varies (figure 10a), the link-based algorithm is always the best choice. When the QRS is small, the plane-sweep algorithm becomes a competitor, too. The reason is that for a smaller QRS, there are fewer records in the query rectangle with intervals containing any given time, which leads the plane-sweep algorithm to have fewer records to maintain in buffer. Another interesting observation is that
when the QRS becomes larger, the synchronized B+-tree based join performs better than the synchronized R*-tree join and the unsynchronized sort-merge join. The reason is that with a larger QRS, the query rectangle covers more of the time space. Hence the leaf pages of the B+-tree have fewer records whose intervals do not intersect the query rectangle.

As expected, all algorithms improve as the available memory buffer increases (figure 10b). Nevertheless, the link-based algorithm is again the fastest. With large buffer size, the plane-sweep based algorithm becomes a competitor. With a large buffer, the plane-sweep algorithm can keep more records in memory and thus the I/O needed for the join is less. Interestingly, the B+-tree based join is rather independent from the size of available buffer. Since the leaf records of the B+-tree are already sorted, the join processing is basically synchronized scan of two sorted lists and not much buffer is needed.

We also experimented with various other cases: joins involving negative exponentially distributed keys, normally distributed keys, varying page sizes, etc. The results are omitted but can be found in [30]. However, in all experiments we performed, we got the same conclusion, i.e., the two synchronized MVBT sideways traversals are the best and among these two, the link-base algorithm has overall more robust performance.

5 Previous Work

Research on temporal joins has focused on non-indexed algorithms. [22] assumed that the smaller relation fits in memory and proposed seven nested-loop T-Join algorithms. [9] provided sort-merge T-Join and TE-Join algorithms when one or both relations are sorted. [16] assumed that the relations are sorted on the start time of the record intervals and discussed how to merge them in a stream-processing manner. Each iteration of the algorithm reads in buffer one record whose start time is the smallest among non-read records. This record is joined with the in-buffer records and the in-buffer records which will not join with further records are removed. [23] also assumed the relations are sorted and discussed how to merge them.

Besides the nested-loop and sort-merge temporal join algorithms, partition-based algorithms have also been proposed. In static partitioning [29], a record is copied to all partitions that intersect its interval. A partition of records in one relation needs to join with one partition of the other relation. In dynamic partitioning [26], a record is assigned only to one partition (the last partition that intersects the record’s interval). After a pair of partitions is joined, the records that may possibly join with some records in the unprocessed partitions are retained in the join buffer. [24] used this dynamic partitioning algorithm while utilizing the Time Index [7] to determine the exact partitioning intervals so that each partition fits in memory. [17] proposed a T-Join algorithm based on spatial partitioning. Here a record’s interval in is mapped to a point (i.start, i.end - i.start) in a two-dimensional space. These points are then indexed by an R-tree like method (the Time Polygon Index) which partitions the space. However, a partition in one relation may be joined with many partitions in the other relation [30].

In addition to [4, 10], indexed spatial joins have also been considered in [8, 2]. [8] proposed join algorithms based on Generalization Trees. [2] developed a plane-sweeping algorithm that unifies the index-based and non-index based approaches. The plane-sweeping phase of the algorithm needs to read records from the joining relations in non-decreasing order regarding one dimension (and then the stream processing of [16] can be applied). For the non-indexed environment, an initial sorting is sufficient. When the R-tree index exists, it is exploited to directly extract the data in sorted order according to the plane-sweep direction. This algorithm is an extension to the scalable sweeping-based spatial join (SSSJ) [1] to the case of indexed inputs.

6 Conclusions & Future Work

We studied the problem of efficiently processing temporal joins when indices are available. We concentrated on GTE-Joins and argued that traditional indexing schemes, like a B+-tree or an R*-tree do not lead to efficient join processing, due to their ineffectiveness in clustering temporal
data. Instead we used a temporal index. Various problems arise due to the temporal index characteristics, like the introduction of record copies or the incomplete updating of previous record copies, and can affect the correctness and/or efficiency of the temporal join. Unfortunately, known techniques for range-interval queries do not apply when processing temporal joins. We identified these problems and provided efficient solutions. More specifically, we proposed four synchronized, temporal index based join algorithms. While we have concentrated on using the MVBT, our findings apply to other temporal indices as well. We also presented various optimization techniques that further improve join processing. Our experimental results verified that temporal index based joins are more efficient than the B+-tree and R*-tree based joins. In particular, the newly proposed link-based join algorithm has the most robust performance. It showed multi-fold improvement over the B+-tree/R*-tree joins. Moreover, this algorithm behaved similarly well for other temporal join queries (like a generalized T-Join and a generalized Equi-Join) and various temporal datasets; we refer to [30] for a complete list of the performance results.

While this paper concentrated on indexed temporal joins, an open question is whether hashing based schemes can be applied. One approach is to consider spatial hashing methods [18, 21]. However, spatial hash joins have two possible drawbacks. First, a record is copied to all buckets that intersect its interval. Temporal intervals tend to be long and will be copied in many buckets, which will affect performance. Second, such partition based joins are not very dynamic. Initial partitioning may deteriorate as records are updated. We plan to examine hashing approaches tailored to temporal data [14] as well.
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